ALTÁN Redes selects technology partners for Mexico’s
Red Compartida



Huawei and Nokia have been selected to provide cutting edge
technology for the roll-out of what is one of the most ambitious
telecoms projects worldwide.
Thanks to Nokia and Huawei, Mexico will have the best mobile
network worldwide in 4G-LTE technology.

Mexico City, 30 March 2017. ALTÁN Redes today announced the selection of Huawei
and Nokia as technology providers for the roll-out of Red Compartida, Mexico's most
relevant telecoms project.
With Nokia and Huawei on board as anchor suppliers Red Compartida will be providing
new generation 4G-LTE technologies to at least 92.2% of the population. The network
is set to begin providing services no later than March 31st, 2018. The provider
agreement includes Huawei technology for central and southern Mexico
(telecommunications regions 6 to 9) as well as providing the backbone; while Nokia’s
technology will be rolled out in the northern part of the country (regions 1 to 5).
Additionally, Nokia will be in charge of the construction of the network’s Core, which
includes the Network Operation Center (NOC) and Security Operation Center (SOC).
Thanks to ALTÁN’s technology strategy, Red Compartida’s network will be pure IPbased technology, fully prepared for the future deployment of the next mobile
broadband technology standard, 5G (already tested in certain countries), and reaching
areas where currently traditional operators have no presence in 4G broadband
services.
Thanks to these contracts, Huawei and Nokia will build and operate the network based
on a turn-key model, committing to timely deployment and fulfilment of network
coverage and performance requirements.
Joaquín Coronado, Managing Director, ALTÁN Redes commented: “It has been a very
demanding selection process, as Red Compartida is today’s most ambitious telecoms
project worldwide. The quality of the technology, experience, roll-out capacity as well
as balance sheet potential are aspects that we have taken into account. With Huawei
and Nokia as technology partners, I am convinced that Red Compartida will have
unparalleled quality and reach. We are confident that our partners Huawei and Nokia
will soon provide Mexico with the best mobile broadband 4G-LTE technology available
worldwide.”
About Red Compartida
ES
http://www.sct.gob.mx/red-compartida/proyecto.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTehvrFkSAA
EN
http://www.sct.gob.mx/red-compartida/proyecto-eng.html

About ALTAN Redes
ALTÁN Redes is a multinational consortium which has, amongst its shareholders, some of the world’s
leading infrastructure investment funds, private Mexican partners as well as highly prestigious institutional
and industrial groups, giving the consortium the capacity to fund all commitments and to fully meet the rollout of Red Compartida within the stipulated parameters. http://altanredes.com/en/quienes-somos/
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Media enquiries
www.consorcioaltan.com
In Mexico
Juan Rivera
jrivera@llorenteycuenca.com / T+52 55 5257 1084

International enquiries
Alejandra Moore Mayorga
amoore@grupoalbion.net / T+34 91 531 23 88
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